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·. Abstract 
r> . 
The measurement of doping profiles by-a DC-par~metric acquisition has been shown to be a 
method easily adaptable to computerized test equipment. This method is relatively free of parasitics 
which can distort curves measured by capacitance-voltage 'techniques. This work combines the DC-
dopant profile method with theories of short channel effects to allow impurity profile measurements to 
be made on any wide device, eg. output buffers, that can be successfully isol~ted from other devices 
within a microcircuit. 
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I. Introduction· 
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Doping profiles are usually determined by C-V measurements, see for example (1) - (5), on 
. . 
specifically designed test patterns. · ,C-V measurements can be done in several different ways, 
equilibrium, deep depletion, or by using seconq. harmonics. In each case, the accuracy of the 
' . 
. measurement depends upon the accurate knowledge of the junction or gate area plus an educated , ,;.. 
estimation of the parasitics surrounding the test structure. Making these measurements requires 
~. 
eliminating any stray capacitances from the system. C-V measurements must also be corrected for 
interface states (6). The depth of the measured profiles is limited by the formation of a surface 
inversion layer, although experiments have been done (7) using a gated diode test structure which 
allows the removal of minority carriers from the interface thus enhancing the depth range of the 
measurement. These types of measurements are usually limited to the manufacturer of the devices and 
.• . 
cannot be performed on completed, packaged, VLSI devices. 
The DC-dopant profile method first discussed by Shannon (8) addresses the plausibility of 
measuring active impurity concentrations through the well known MOS backgate bias technique. In 
tl1is tecqnique, the su·bstrate ·bias is increased, stepping the depletion region edge into the substrate. At 
each value of substrate bias, the gate voltage required to maintain a small, constant drain to source 
current is measured. Since the surface density of mobile carriers in the inversion layer is kept small, 
the differential change in gate voltage required for each substrate bias change can be used to calculate 
the doping density at the_ depletion region edge. In most cases, the gate oxide thickness is the only 
device parameter that must be known. 
-··-- •'.I. 
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This work is based on the premise that the V GS- .v SB data acquired for short channel devices.can 
· · be corrected using simple theories derived by·Ya;u, et al. (9).· Once correct~d-, the doping profiles of _ 
short channel dev.ices can be, calculated usi~g the stand~rd DC..:dopant profile equations. If this 
. 
. 
correction prov~s to be valid, the doping profile of any wide device that can be successfully isolated 
from a microcircuit can be measured. This result will provide a tool that can be used to gain this type 
of information without the aid of the manufacturer of the device. 
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II. The DC-Dopant Profile Method V ·,~. 
. 
The DC-?YIOSFET dopant profile method was first discussed by Shannon (8) who qerived several · 
relationships that enabled him to measure the space charge capacitance and, hence, determine the 
doping density under the gate of a MOSFET. Buehler (10) achieved equivalent ·expressions while 
concentrating on the doping concentration and depletion width directly. Their analysis proceeds as· 
follows . 
Consider an n-channel MOSFET biased as shown in figure 1, 
Ids 
+ 
. Vsb 
• 
p 
Figure 1. Constant 11V 05- 105 11 method bias conditions 
where the quantities V DS and IDS are kept small and constant. This setup is referred to as the 
constant "In5-V ns" method. Under these conditiqns, the device will be operated in the linear region. 
If the depletion approximation is assumed valid and ignoring charge in the oxide, interface states, and 
metal-semiconductor work function differences, assuming that they are stable quantities, the following 
derivation can be made. 
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· Solving Poisson's equation at the ·si-Si02 interface using Gauss's law, yields 
[ll' 
where n., is the inversio11 layer charge density per u·nit area, Qb is the charge per unit area induced in 
the bulk (Depletion charge), and Qo is the charge per unit area on the gate. Differentiation of [I] with 
respect to the gate voltage, 
aQo _ oqn., + aQb 
av Gs - av as av Gs [2] 
. Since the bias conditions outlined above show V DS and IDS as constants, the inversion layer charge, ·. 
. ~ .. 
n.,' is constant, thucs 
;. 
8Qo _ aQb 
av Gs - av Gs [3] 
This relationship shows that the change in the charge on the gate is balanced at the interface by a 
change in the depletion layer charge. This condition is set up by keeping Ins constant, varying V SB 
and measuring the resulting V GS. It is also known that the field across the oxide is given by 
[4] 
'where Xo is the oxide thickness, Kox is the oxide dielectric constant, and ¢,b is the potential difference 
between the bulk and intrinsic f~rmi levels, or 
') 
4>b = kjln(~) [5] 
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where k is Boltzmann's constant, ni is tlie intrinsic carrier density, and N is the doping density. For· 
' . 
the purposes of this derivatio.n, the change in <Pb with V SB is assumed negligible. Using a one · 
dimensional model, solving Poisson's equation and Gauss's law ·in .the Silicon yields 
[6] 
where W is the depletion width. Finally, assuming that the inversion layer can be approximated by a. 
) 
one sided step junction 
Differentiation of [4] and [6] with respect to V GS gives 
aQo _ Koxlo 
aV GS - Xo 
[7] 
[8] 
and 
aQb 1· 
av Gs - 2 
And thus using [1] 
(2K Sil0qN) 
(V SB+ 2¢b) 
1/2 av SB_ Ksifo fJV SB 
oVGS - W fJV GS 
W - KsiXo fJV SB m - x; £) 
ox uV GS [10] 
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Differentiating [10] with respect to V GS again, :yields 
or 
a2v sB -1 
8V~5 
) • 
[11] 
Equations (10] and (11] form the basis of the DC-dopant profile method (10). The added subscripts 
indicate that the results of these equations will be referred as the "measured" values for subsequent 
• 
calculations. Inspection of these relations shows the advantage of this technique. Only X
0
, the oxide 
thickness, must be supplied from other measurements. Computerized test equipment can be used to 
measure the gate voltage at each substrate bias, the derivatives can be calculated from this data and 
the doping profile is subsequently given by a simple calculation. Using this simple theory, 
measurements can be made on test devices as shown in figure 2 for a large, square test device having 
the following dimensions: Xo=125A, L=30µm. 
f 
This measurement was terminated when the junction current, IJ was measured to be in excess of 
~IDs· which occurs when the source and drain junctions are forward biased or when excessive junction 
leakage is present. The accuracy of this measurement is subject to several limitations which have not 
yet been treated. Buehler, et al. have quantified most of the errors co.mmon to this calculation which 
will be presented below. 
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Figure 2. Dopin·g profile for a large square test device using eq. [10] and [11]. 
CHANNEL ~10BILITY EFFECTS 
'; 
2.4 2.tJ. 
The first effect that requires investigation is the dependence of the channel mobility on the vertical 
and lateral field strength in the channel. Changes in the mobility can yield changes in the inversion 
layer charge for a constant drain to source current. This relationship can be readily observed through 
I 
.) 
the following equation for a MOSFET operated in the linear range 
[14] 
"'"'\ 
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where µ is the channel: mobility, n., is -the inversion layer charge, and L and Z are the channel length· 
.. 
" 
and width, ~espectively. Buehler (11) combined equation [14] with the derivation of the DC-dopant 
r 
profile equations together with the constraint that 81 DS / 8V GS = 0 and derived the following 
expression for the true depletion width 
W = (1':. fi) [15] 
where 
[16] 
This expression introduces G DS as the drain to source conductance, given by G DS _ IDS /V DS. In like 
manner, the expression for true dopant density can be formulated as 
[17] 
where 
An empirical expression (12) was used by Buehler (11) to show the dependence of the channel 
mobility on electric fields in the channel 
µo 
µ =1 -+-(}-. .,-(V_G_S ___ y_TH-) [19] 
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where µo is the zero field mobili"ty and O.a is the surface field scattering parameter which can be 
obtained from the slqpe of a GD~ ( V GS - °YTH ) versus V GS - V TH + 2A~ V SB + 2<p J plot. It 
has been shown that equation (19] does not maintain the right dependence of the mobility on substrate 
,bias. To correct for this situation, . an-alternate mobility equation 
can be used -(20) for small drain voltages. Differentiating [20] to evaluate [16], 
a~-1 = µ()., ( 1 + A( VsB + 2¢,f )-1/2 ;~SB) ,-~ [21] 
GS O . GS 
Substituting the derivative from [10] into [21] and simplifying, 
aµ- 1 _ 30., _ 
{)V GS - µo [22] 
• • Following Buehler's work (11 ), but using the corrected mobility equation, his resistance term becomes 
R _ ( Xo ) (L) (3()) (23] 
- Koxlo Z µo 
and his equation for the true doping density remains 
N = Nm (1 - RGn8 ) 2 [24] 
;) 
Equation [24] is identical to Buehler's ( 11) except that the value of R has been increased by a 
.f' 
factor of three. Even with this in mind, the effects of [24] can be kept negligible by keeping Rand 
10 
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Gvs small. G DS can be kept small by using a small Ins and as .large a .value of V DS as possible. 
The limits for V DS will be discussed in subs~quent sections.· To keep R small, a device wit.h a !arge 
~ 
-
· width to length ratio ~hould be used. This is important to the main topic of this work as wide, short . 
channel devices are to be the subjects of analysis in Chapter IV. 
DEPLETION APPROXIMATION LIMIT 
The derivation of the DC-dopant profile equations was based on the assumption that the depletion 
approximation was valid. This assumption is generally valid for reverse bias values of V SB, allowing 
. 
the channel charge to be modeled ~ a sheet of charge at the interface. For forward bias values of 
' -, 
V SB' the inversion layer charge may make up a large fraction of the deple~ion layer. In this case, the 
depletion approximation is no longer valid. 
A theoretical model which assumes a uniformly doped p-type substrate with no work function 
difference, no oxide c·harge, no interface states, and small leakage currents has been used (13) to 
quantize this effect. For this material, the field in the oxide at the interface is given by ( 11) 
where E., is the electric field in the siliconi, at the interface at the surface potential, ¢.,. Also; the charge 
in the channel is given by 
fxc ·f¢ 3 _ n, = 0 n(x) dx = qi) n(¢,)/E,(¢,)] def, [26] ~-
where <Po is the potential near the depletion edge, ( ¢,o=0.1¢6), Xe is the channel thickness, and ¢ is the 
11 • I 
. ' 'i'""·:·.' 
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. - . 
· fermi level difference betWeen the dei:,Ietion layer and bulk matePial. The channel charge per unit 
volume can be written as 
n( ~) = {n;/Na) e [P[<P - V SB]] [27] 
where Na is the acceptor density (p-type material is assumed), and f3=q/kT. Lastly, at the interface, 
the electric field in the Silicon is given by 
1/2 
_E.,(¢) = (2qNa/"'si€ 0 /3) F(¢) [28] 
where 
For a particular acceptor density, the above equations were solved (11) as required by the DC-
dopant profile method using an iterative technique. The results showed that the failure of the 
depletion approximation causes a dip in the profile near 3,\ 0 , where extrinsic Debye length, ,\o, is 
giv~ by 
fl • 
. Buehler has observed this dip experimentally. Figure 3 illustrates the failure of the depletion 
approximation. 
12 
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0 2 6· 8 
~/ ~ Figure 3. Normalized doping profile showing the dip caused by the failure of the depletion 
approximaton (11). 
FINITE DRAIN VOLTAGE EFFECTS 
To analyze the effects of a finite drain to source voltage (14), start with an appropriate equation for 
an n-channel MOSFET in the linear range 
Vns Ins= (µKoxc 0Z/LXo) V DS (V GS - V TH - 2 ) (31] 
where V TH can be written 
[32] 
This expression retains the body effect parameter as it is essential to the theory in question. Figure 4 
illustrates the theory to follow, 
A 
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Figure 4. Source and drain depletion widths for a finite drain to source voltage 
Differentiating (31] with respect to V cs, remembering that this theory has V DS and Ins held 
constant, plus. realizing that 
V DS = V DB - V SB (33] 
and, thus 
av ns - o - av DB -
av Gs - - av Gs 
or 
[34] 
The derivative can be simplified to 
• J ,. ' ,' ,·: ,-:',·,,,·: ,·: .... ,··1 ... ,·· ,·: ,·· ,·· .. ·:' ,·: ,'.·, ,·· ,·· ,· . •,. , ,. o' r" •• o t t j ,.·,,·: 1" J' I ' 
• 
V ( / ) ( . 1/2 8V SB ( 1/2 1/2 ) DS = Xo Ko:,;Eo 2KsiEoqN) av (V DB + <P1,) - (V SB + <Pb) 
· . GS (35] 
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Considering the. source and drain as one sided step junctions,· their depletion widths can be written 
.. 
iat the drain ( )1/2 ( )1/2 · WnB = 2"'sifoqN V DB + <Pb [36] · 
and at the source [37] 
Using expressions (36] and [37], equation [35] reduces to 
• 
1/2 {)V SB( 2Ksif.O 1/2 ) V DS = (Xo/Koxto) (2KsitoqN) av GS ( qN ) (W DB - w sa) [38] 
Using [33] to evaluate V DS and the original DC-dopant profile equation for the derivative 
W -"' __ s,_·E_o_X_o 8V SB 
m - Koxfo {)V GS 
Equatiqn [38] simplifies to the final result 
[39] 
This expression agrees with intuition for the case of a uniformly doped substrate. For material that 
has a shallow threshold adjust implant, for example, Wm will deviate from equation (40], but the 
results should be valid for small V DS values, ie. when W DB and W SB are close. 
To evaluate the doping density equation, equation [35] is differentiated again with respect to V GS 
,-
15 
( 
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I . 
Simplifying this expression using 
.. 
After· some algebra, the final result is obtained 
a2v sB -1 
8V~s 
[42] 
(43] 
. D 
. 
where Nm is the "Measured" doping density and N is the "True" doping density. This result shows 
that when the drain to source voltage is small, the depletion width will be uniform across the chaJnel, 
and the measured doping density equals the true doping density~ It should also be pointed out that 
this derivation is based on two-dimensional theory and achieves the same results as the one-
dimensional theory in the limit where V vs=O. To quantify this effect, Buehler (14) derives an error 
term from equation (43] 
Nm = N (1 - E) [44] 
where 
(45] 
Combining expression [45] with previous equations for the depletion widths and .also the expression for 
the Debye lengtl1, Ao 
16 
I 
) ,, 
-(46] 
·I 
which allows the error term to be solved explicitl_y for its relation to V Ds, or 
E _;,_ ( q V DS . )2 [ ] 
- 4kT(Wm/>.o)2 47 
Figure 5 illustrates the effects of equation (47] on the profiles generated from equation (44]. As shown 
in the figure, the measured doping density is always less than the true doping density, the difference 
being minimized when V DS is small. 
0.1 
z 
..... 
I CU 
z 
0.1 
• w.1A • 
10 
Figure 5. Graph illustrating the effe~ts of a finite drain to source voltage on a normalized doping 
profile (14). 
A· better understanding of the situation is gained by returning to equation (45] and using it to 
derive an expression for W DS /W SB· Solving the resulting quadratic expression yields 
Wns - ( 1 + V DS - ')1/2 1 
_ W SB- -_1_ -{-V ss4'P&}/-~ --- ·-- --- [48] 
and 
17 
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• 
E = ( 2W SB + 1)-2 . (49] Wns · .. 
The dependence of E from equation (49] on V ns/<f,6 and V 58 /<f,6 is shown in figure 6. 
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Figure 6. The dependence of Buehler's error term on drain to source voltage for several 
substrate biases (14). 
This figure shows the dependence of the error term on the values of V DS and V SB· The graph shows 
an error of less than one percent for V DS < 0.5¢6• 
ERRORS IN VTH MEASUREMENTS 
Chi and Hu (15) have done a study on errors incurred in V TH measurements for the determination 
of dopant profiles from DC measurements. Comparing several different methods, mainly the constant 
"Ins-V DS" and the constant "V 05-V DS" methods, they found that errors in V TH measurements 
_inc~Ul'red in the ~latter method could not easily~be eli1r1inated. However,~with the right choice~f I . . 
the constant "I ns-V DS" method could provide almost error free measurements of V TH. The major 
18 
/ 
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/ 
errors incurred using this method ~rise from the non-constancy of /3 o, where 
[50] 
To show this effect~ they derive an expression for dVTH/df3o given by 
Vns dV TH ( V GS - V TH - 2 ) 
-- - ---------df3o f3o [5.1] (Linear region) 
' 
and 
dV TH ( V GS - V TH) 
---------d,Bo - 2.Bo [52] (Saturation region) 
To minimize this effect, V as-V TH must be kept as small as possible. They stress that while Vas-
V TH should be kept small, it should not be less than ~(kT /q). If this were the case, Ids would not be 
a unique function of V Gs-V TH· They show that for. (V GS - V TH) ~0.2V and V DS < 2¢b, the 
optimum IDS can be obtained. Note t·hat this criterion operates the device near the transition between . 
the linear and saturation· regions. 
OTHER LIMITATIONS 
Aside from the effects described in detail above, the DC-measurement of do12ing profiles is affected 
by several other factors. Buehler ( 11) addresses the effects of fringing fields found at the ends of linear 
MOSFETS indirectly by using a circular MOSFET design. In practice, using a device that is wide 
-- - - --
-----s1ioulaminimize- the-contribution of fringing fields and should n~t cause large errors. 
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• Finally, a~d most important to this work _is the error incurred· to the measured profile by short 
1/' .. 
·channel effects. This topic will be treated by first deriving .the short channel effect's contribution to 
. 
. 
the threshold voltage of a MOSFET, (Ch.apter III). This theory 'will then be included in the DC-_ 
,. 
• 
' t 
l 
dopant profile equations and compared with experiments, (Chapters IV and V). · 
It should be noted here that in the preceeding sections most of the thoeries presented assumed a : 
. A / //'\ -·· ,_/ 
J 
. I 
-uniformly doped substrate. These sections were inclu,ed to give a basis for determining the proper bias 
. 
. 
. 
conditions needed in order to keep errors to a minimum. The resulting V DS and Ins values shoul~ 
• apply to the case of a nonuniformly doped substrate as well . 
1, 
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III. SHOF C~ANNEL EFFECTS 
In order to compensate the DC-doping profile measurements to evaluate the profiles of in-circuit 
--
' , 
devices, the theory must be adjusted to include short channel effects .. Several authors have treated this 
phenomena using similar geo:r:netrical approximations to account for the charge sharing between the 
, -r 
·source, gate, and drain. Fukuma (16) and Taylor (17) have arrived at accurate equations to model 
short channel effects for all ranges of operation. The models that they have arrived at, however, 
proved too cumbersome an<:! are m9re general than are necessary for this work. The original work done 
.; 
by Yau (9), et al (18) - (19). derives a simple expression that accounts for the change in threshold 
voltage for small drain to source voltages. This theory uses a trapezoidal geometric approximation 
assuming that the depletion region edge under the gate is parallel to it. A short derivatio11 of this 
eff ~ct is given below. 
A charge conservation technique is used to model the change in the bulk charge, Qb, controlled by 
the gate of the M OSFET. Because somet;of the field lines originating in the bulk material terminate on 
the source and drain areas rather than the gate, the effective bulk charge term, Qb, is reduCed from its 
long channel equivalent, yielding a decreased value for the threshold voltage, V TH· This effect is 
illustrated by figure 7. 
I 
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Figure 7. Diagram showing the reduction in bulk charge caused by short channel effects (9). -
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• 
Using a geometrical approximation, the bulk charge controlled by the gate is reduced from its value for 
a long channel device 
to its value for a short channel 
Qt _ (L + L') z - qNaWm 2 [2] 
where Z is the width of the device. Using the geometric data from the figure, ·equation [2] can be 
rewritten in terms of known, or measurable quantities. Thus, 
L + L1 =_l_: ~ ,~1 1 + 2W,m _ l )---
---- --- 2L L ~ r, ~ 
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this gives for. the bulk charge 
·' 
Q' N W · 1 r j ( 1 2W m 1 ) ZL ==. q a m - L . + r; - f 4] 
Substituting this result into the threshold voltag_e equation, 
V THoo =.VI b + 2</) I + :lb [5]' 
• • gives 
I . 
2A. Qb V 2A. ·qNaWm l rj ( 2Wm ) V TH = V fb + 'f' I + Coz = fb + 'f' I + Coz - L 1 + r j - l [6] 
1 . w b (2:::0)112 ( v.b + A.b )112 rep acing m y ., \fJ 
' 
[7] 
~ 2~8ic0qNa 
The term is the familiar body effect parameter, A. Introducing Cox 
the final threshold vol tag·e equation becomes 
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· or, writteµ in terms of the infip.ite length threshold, V TH'oo 
' :J 
· ·1/2 V TH = V THoo + ;\fo ( V ab + <Pb ) [10] 
0 
Tue final result clearly illustrates the .change in tl!reshold voltage for short channel lengths at a given 
substrate bias and will be used in th·e derivation of the short channel, DC-dopant profile equations. 
This equation, while maintaining the required functionality to correct the transistor characteristics for 
short channel phenomena, is simple enough to allow it to be used in the derivation of practical profile . 
equations, which is the, reason for using this method over more complicated, but more "complete 
models. 
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IV. CORRECTEP THEORY FOR SHORT CHANNEL DEVICES 
In 9rder to show the need to use the short channel length correction to acquire accurate doping 
. . 
profiles from isolated devices, a· 1ook at the V SB vs. V GS, curves for various channel length devices are 
shown in figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Plot of gate voltage vs. substrate bias under the constant 105 - v05 method for 
various channel .length devices. 
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It is readily apparent from these curves that in addition to a shift in V GS with channel length, that for 
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short channel devices, the!e is ·a slope change also. A quick look at the DC~dopant pr.,ofile equations 
and 
a2vsB -1 
avts 
shows that the depletion width, Wm, and the measured doping density, Nm, are directly dependent on 
the slope and acceleration of the V Gs- V SB curves. Thus, any change in slope will distort the profiles, 
but a curve shift will leave the profiles intact. In order to correct for this situation, the threshold 
voltage of the short channel device must be made to look like its long channel equivalent. 
,, 
It is important to note here that the way this measurement is performed, it makes no difference 
whether V GS or V TH is the parameter in the profile equations. Since the constant Ins-V DS method 
maintains a constant V as-V TH' the derivatives of V GS and V TH with V SB will yield the same 
results. Chi and Hu (15) derive in their paper the DC-doping profile equations starting with threshold 
voltage equations. Their end result is identical to those used in this work. Thus, the DC-dopant 
profile equations can ,be written in terms of the threshold voltage of an infinite channel length device, 
V THoo' or 
and· 
~- - -- - --•"-~. ----~ ---
w - KsiXo av THoo 
m - l'iJox av 
GS 
[I] 
~----- -
82V THoo -1 
avts 
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Using this information, the threshold voltage of the short channel device given by equation [10] of 
.', 
chapter I.II, 
where V THoo is the threshold voltage of the corresponding infinitely long channel length device, is 
rewritten· in the following form 
V THoo = V TH - Afo ( V SB·+ <Pb )112 (4] 
Differentiating equation [4] with respect to V SB gives 
[5] 
where 
Simplifying eq. [5] 
8V THoo - 8V TH (2"siXo) ( fo J_ ) 8V SB - 8V SB + 1'ox 2W m + 2L (7] 
-~~~. -~--· 
where the term 1 has been introduced for simplicity 
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Equation· (7] now represents the slope of the V TH vs. V SB curve for an infinite channel length device, . · 
the type of device that the DC-dopant profile equations were qerived for. The ~erm, 8V TH/ a V SB, is 
.I 
the ;measured data from the device under test. Substituting· equation (1] into equation [7] 
· KsiXo _ av TH · (2KsiXo) ( fo J_ ) 
KoxWm - 8VsB + Kox 2Wm + 21 (9] 
which can be simplified to 
+ f0 = 1 (10] 
Since the terms , and f0 depend on Wm, this equation must be solved numerically to determine the 
depletion width corrected for short channel effects. 
To find the corrected doping profile equation, start with equation [7] and differentiate with respect 
to V SB again 
82V THoo a2y TH ,_. 
---2- = 2 + 
av sB av sB 
X f 2 2 2 3 ,. ( KSi o)( 0 a a, . a., ) 
·Kor - 2W~ + 2LW~ - 2X;LWm [11] 
. · 1/2 
where, and f0 are as before and o = (2Ksit0 /qNm) . Substituting equation [2] for 
8 2V THoof8V}B, and solving for Nm yields 
Nm= [12] 
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which is quadratic in Nm and may be written in the following form 
N~ - f13] 
Equations [10] and [13], in theory, will give the corrected doping profiles for data acquired from short 
channel devices. The short channel theory that Was used to derive these expressions was simple enough 
not to complicate the results greatly. The original DC-doping profile eqµations require only the 
knowledge of the gate oxide thickness, Xo, to calculate the profile. These hew relations add only the 
device's channel length, L, and it's junction depth, X j· These two parameters are, in practice, easily 
obtainable for a given device either by electrical or physical measurements. 
Inspection of equations [10] and [13] shows that they are highly sensitive to changes, or errors, in 
oxide thickness measurements. In light of this, accurate doping profile measurements are dependent 
upon an accurate determination of the device's oxide thickness. The sensitivity of this measurement to 
Xi and L is somewhat lower and, thus, these parameters can be determined to a somewhat lesser 
precision, if necessary, without causing serious errors in the profile. 
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V. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION 
"-'l 
.J, 
lmpleme_ntation of the DC-dopant pr·ofile method is fairly straightfQrward. Buehler (10) shows an 
example lock~in amplifier circuit that can be used to provide the bias· conditions for the constant " ~ DS 
- V DS" method. His circuit is shown in figure 9.· 
0 
p•, 
' . 
G (" I 
• I 
• 
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n 
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OP(IATION&l 
AMPllfl(I 
Figure 9. Lock-in amplifier circuit used by Buehler (10). 
In this circuit, the source to drain current is set by the quantity V 1/R1 and the junction current, 
• 
IJ, is measured from the quantity, V 2/R2 • 
For this work, this circuit has been modified to facilitate changing the bi¥ conditions. The 
1neasurement setup in this work is shown in figure 10. 
lldl 
YdiJ {0.05V) 
{LOV) Vret 
Yab 
- - - - - --=---------iiiiiiiiiiiiii-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ___ ..__5iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiioiit- - - --
Figure 10. Lock..;.in amplifier circuit used in this work. 
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This ~ircuit incorporates an .ammeter which provides a current to voltage amplifier who's output is 
• 
sent to the non-inverting op-.amp te.rminal. The basic operating principles .of the op-amp circui"t will 
cause the circuit to adjust the gate to source, voltage, V GS, to· allow the dey-ice under test to l1a ve a 
0 
. 
. ' 
constant· Ins which will cause the ammeter to output a voltage equal to V REF· This condition allo\vs 
Ins to be· changed accurately and easily. An HP4I45A semiconductor para~~ter a_ualyzer ~as used to 
0 
. supply the voltages V REF' V ns, and V SB while monitoring V GS and the junction current, I1 . for 
calculations, the data was .sent to an IB~I-PC compatible equipped with a11 IEEE-488 card. Software 
was written (Appendix 1) allowing the PC to control the measurement system and provide setups for 
several different devices. 
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Figure 11. Constan~ 105 - v05 method curves generated from the test pattern in appendix 2 
using the amplifier circuit of figure 11. -
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Sample Vas- V slJ data frdm this system is shown in figure 11 for five devices of different channel 
. . 
lengths and a common 30µm channel width. The test pattern used.is shown in appendix 2. 
... ' •· 
NotiCe that the 5µm, Ii>µm, and 30µm channel length devices yield parallel curves that are shifted 
slightly, w·hile the short ~hannel devices exhibit a change in ·slope as well. This data agrees with the 
theory presented in chapter III on short channel effects. To calculate doping profiles, a three point 
. . . 
technique is used to calculate the derivatives. The results for the five devices are shown tOgether in 
figure 12. 
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Figure 12. Uncorrected doping profiles measured from· various channel length devices. 
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This data clearly shows the need for the short channel length correction. The graphs show tha:t the 
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devices having channel lengths greater than 5 µm yield almost equal doping profiles using the . 
. ,. uncorrected theory, while the short channel devices yield a higher doping concentration than expected. 
. 
' To add the short channel correction to this calculation, the secant method, a modified Newton 
0 
rootfinder using an approximation for the first derivative of the function to be solved, was used to solve 
equation [10] of chapter IV for the depletion width, Wm. The quadratic equation was used to solve 
equation· (13) of chapter-LY for Nm using the corrected value .of Wm. The resulting, corrected profiles 
ar~ shown in figure 13 for the 30µm and 1.125µm channel length devices .. 
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Figure 13. Doping prifiles before and after short channel length correction for a long. ~~~ arni a-- 5horr cnannel aevice. 
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This graph clearly shows the results of the short channel length correction. The 30 µm length device 
shows virtually no correction for either Wm or Nm, while the short channel device's profile, once 
correct·ed, matches almost exactly with the long device's. this result shows that accurate doping 
profiles can be measured on. short chan11el devices and, thus, supports the idea of this thesis. 
As an extension of the above work done on tes't patterns, similar profiles should be measurable 
from devices isolated from within a VLSI circuit. To show this, a large (wide) output buffer was 
isolated from surrounding devices using a Xenon laser. This particular device, as with most CMOS 
devices, had its body tied to its source. This too had to be· isolated. Tl1e micrographs in figures 14 ( a) 
and (b) show a device before and after a successful isolation. 
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Figure 14. Output buffer (a) before and {b) after successful laser isolation. 
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Microprobing was subsequently performed and the doping profile of this device was measured and 
corrected for short channel effects. The results are. compared in figure 15 to the 30 µm channel length 
device from a nearby test pattern. As expected, the corrected curve matches the one ·generated by the 
long channel device. 
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Figure 15. Comparison of isolated buffer transistor with nearby, long channel test pattern. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
In summary, it has been shown that the DC-dopant profile method can be successfully combined 
with theories on short channel effects to correct profiles and yield the actual, active, impurity profiles 
,, 
beneath the gate of a M OSFET device. Inspection of the corrected equations· shows that there is a 
strong dependence of the resulting profiles on oxide thickness, necessitating accurate oxide thickness 
measurements. These equations retain much of the simplicity of the original, uncorrected equations, 
while only adding the channel length and the junction depth to the parameters that must be supplied 
to the calculations. 
The corrected theory was subsequently used on an isolated device from a VLSI circuit. The 
resulting profile was compared with a profile generated fr~m a large, square, test pattern in close 
proximity and was shown to be in good agreement. The results of this work can thus be extended to 
devices found on packaged, VLSI devices where no test patterns are available. 
,, 
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1 I Appendix I 
2· • Program "PROFILE" . 
,, 
3 • \lritten by: -Daniel Lee Barton · 
4 • May 19, 1988 
~ I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
6 •Program to calculate the doping profile using DC~dopant 
7 •profile method. This program includes the correcti"bn for 
8 •short channel length effects. The equipment required for 
9 •this program is an IBM·PC coq:>atible con.,uter equipped with 
10 •a CEC IEEE-«88 interface card and an HP4145 Parameter Analyzer. 
11 I~••••• - • • • • • • • • • • • • • - •. • • - • • • • • • • • • • - • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. 
20 COLOR 15;1:CLS 
30 DIM CPRW(200) 
40 DIM CORL(200) 
50 DIM ,DJ.(1000) 
60 DIM FDIR(1000) 
70 DIM SDIR(1000) 
80 DIM DTS(1000) 
110 GOSUB 220:'SETUP SYSTEM 
120 GOSUB 520:'MAKE MEASUREMENTS 
130 GOSUB 800:'GET DATA FROM 4145 AND SAVE IT 
140 GOSUB 980:•calculate doping profile 
150 LOCATE 23,20:INPUT 11Plot data <y/n> ";ZS:IF ZS= 11y11 OR. ZS= 11Y11 THEN GOSUB 2280 
160 LOCATE 23,20:INPUT "done <y/n> ";CS:IF QS=11 N11 OR QS= 11n11 THEN GOTO 110 
170 SYSTEM 
180 END 
190 I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - • • • • • • • • • • • • 
200 1 INITPALIZATION AND SETUP ROUTINE 
210 I - ••• • • • •••• • •• - ••••••••• - • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • •••••• •. •. 
220 COLOR 15,1:CLS 
290 DEF SEG = &HCOOO 
300 ES=11.7 
310 E0=3.9 
320 XJ=.000055 
330 X0=1.25E·06 
340 PI=3.141592652485759# 
350 E0=8.854E·14: 1 F/cm 
360 Q= 1 • 6022E · 19: ' Cou L ombs 
370 INITIALIZATION=O 
380 RARRAY=203 
390 SEND=9 
400 RECEIVE=6 
410 TRANSMIT=3 
420 SPOLL=12 . 
430 ENTER=21 
440 MY.ADDRESS%=21 
450 SYSTEM.CONTROLLER%=0 
460 HP4145%=2 
') 
470 CALL INITIALIZATION (MY.ADDRESS%,SYSTEM.CONTROLLER%) 
480 SENDS=11DE 11 :CALL SEND(HP4145%,SENDS,STATUS%) 
490 IF STATUS%=8'THEN COLOR 15,4:PRINT 11 HP4145 is not present":END:COLOR 15,1:EL 
SE PRINT 11 HP4145 is present" 
500 GOSUB 1730 · 
510 RETURN 
520 I 
~~() I••••••••••.•• - - - • • • • - • • • • • • • • • • • • - • •• - •. • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • 
540 'TRANSISTOR MEASUREMENT 
550 I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - • • • • • • • • 
560 IF NEW4145.PGMS= 11 FAR" THEN SR=·15:ST=.2:SP=1 
570 IF NEW4145.PGMS=11 CLOSE 11 THEN SR=·1:ST=.02:SP=1 
• .. ,. ,..,.~,·-· ,,,.•.••'.-._.u,."·-'••·•·••·"-..--~•'• ····•·•--•--•~-···· ·- ""'"'"•"•"•• •••"""'"""' ""-~•••··-·· ·-· • 
., . 
• 
• 
'I[/' ,I ,,, 
580 COLOR 10,0:~0CATE 23,20:PRINT 11PRESS ANY KEY UPON CONTACT 11 
• ~ . , - ·" r~ 
590 MS=INKEYS:IF MS=1111 THEN 590 ' 
600 LOCATE 23,20:PRlNT "MEASUREMENT BEING MADE ·11 
610 RESPONSE.VARS=11VGS 11 
620 SENDS=11GT Ip 11+NEW4145 .PGMS+111 .11 
630 CALL SEND(HP4145XiSENDS,STATUS%). 
640 IF. STATUSX<>O THEN GOSUB 1500:GOTO 530 
650 SENDS=11 1T2 CA1 DR1 BC 11 
660 CAL~ SEND(HP4145X,SENDS,STATUS%) 
670 IF STATUSX<>O THEN GOSUB 1500 
680 SENDS=11MD ME1 11 : 1MAKE MEASUREMENTS 
' 690 CALL SEND(HP4145X,SENDS,STATUS%) 
700 IF STATUS%<>0 THEN GOSUB 1500 
.. ,
710 CALL SPOLL(HP4145%,SBYTE%,STATUS%) 
.. 
720 IF STATUSX<>O THEN LOCATE 24,20:PRINT 11 BUS TIMEOUT ERROR11 :GOTO 750 
730 IF SBYTEX AND 1 THEN 750:'DATA HAS BEEN FOUND 
740 GOTO 710:'KEEP LOOKING FOR DATA 
750 SENDS= 11DO 111+RESPONSE.VARS+11111 
760 CALL SEND(HP4145%,SENDS,STATUS%) 
770 IF STATUS%<>0 THEN GOSUB 1500 
780 'MEASUREMENT HAS BEEN MADE AND DATA IS READY 
790 RETURN 
~()() I •••••••••••••••• - •••••••• - ••••• - - - ·- •••••••• - •••••••• ~. ~. ~ e •• 
810 'Receive Data from HP4145 
f3~() I•••••• •.• •••••.•••••••• •••••••• • ••• •••.•••••••.••••••• ••••• - • 
830 CMDS=11MLA TALK 211 :'PC LISTEN AND HP TALK 
840 CALL TRANSM1T(CMDS,STATUS%) 
850 PTS=O 
860 RS=SPACES(13) 
870 CALL RECE1VE(RS,LENGTH%,STATUS%) 
880 DTS(PTS)=MIDS(RS,2,11) 
890 NUMS=LEFTSCDTS(PTS),7):EXS=MIDS(DTS(PTS),9,3) 
900 DT(PTS)=VAL(NUMS)*(10AVAL(EXS)): 1data is now nl.llleric 
910 IF STATUS%=8 THEN 940 
920 PTS=PTS+1 
930 GOTO 860 
940 CMD2S=11MTA UNL LISTEN 211 :CALL TRANSMIT(CMD2S,STATUS%) 
950 IF STATUS%<>0 THEN 1500 
960 GOSUB 1610:'SAVE DATA 
970 RETURN 
~i5() I•••••.• - • • • - •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• - • • • • • • • • • •. • • • ••• • • • 
990 1DOPING PROFILE CALCULATION ROUTINE 
1000 '····---·--···········----------··--·-·····-~·~~----··-
1010 C1=CES*XO)/EO 
1020 Y2=(EO*EO)A2:Y1=(XOA2):Y3=Q*ES*EO:C2=(Y2/Y3)/Y1 
1030 'first derivative 
1040 FOR J=2 TO PTS·2 
1050 FDIR(J)=(2*ST)/((DT(J·1)·DT(J·2))+(DT(J+2)·DT(J+1))) 
1060 NEXT J 
1070 •second derivative 
1080 FOR J=3 TO PTS·2 
1090 SDIR(J)=(((1/FDIR(J))-(1/FDIR(J·1)))+((1/FDIR(J+1))·(1/FDIR(J))))/(2*ST) 
·1100 NEXT J 
1110 FOR J=3 TO PTS·2 
1115 LOCATE 10, 1 :PRINT ."j=";J 
1120 FD1R(J)=ABStC1*FD1R(J)) 
1130 GOSUB 1970 
1140 CORW(J)=WIDT:PRINT 11corw(j)=11 ;CORW(J) 
1150 GOSUB 1300 
1160 CORL(J)=NDOP 
.. 
!.(,"' 
~. ·, 
-1162 PRINT 11fdi'r(j)=11;FDIR(J) 
1165 PRINT 11corl(j)=11;CORL(J) 
1170 SDIR (J)=ABS(C2*S0IR(J)) 
1175 PRINT 11sdir(j)=11 ;SDIR(J) 
1180 NEXT J 
1190 ····---------
' 1200 'SAVE Results 
1210 ······--·-··-
1220 COLOR 10,0 . 
1230 OPEN 11011 , .1, RESU. FI LES 
1240 FOR K=O TO PTS 
1250 WRITE#1,FDIR(K),SDIR(K),CORW(K),CORL(K) 
1265 NEXT K 
1270 CLOSE #1 
1280 RETURN 
1290 ·-~-------··················· 
1300 •correct Doping Concentration 
1310 ·-···--·····-----------------
1320 Pl=3.1415926524# 
1330 WM=ABS(CORW(J)) 
1340 FO=(XJ/l)*(SQR(1+(2*WM/XJ))·1) 
1350 GMA=SQR(1/(1+(2*WM/XJ))) 
1360 CX1=(ESA2*XO*EO)/(Q*EO) 
1362 CX2=F0/(WMA3) 
1364 C3=GMA/(L*WMA2) 
1366 C4=(GMAA3)/(L*XJ*WM) 
1368 C=CX1*(C3·CX2·C4) 
1370 B=ABS(SOIR(J)) 
1380 A=(Q*XOA2*ES)/(EOA2*EO) 
1381 Z=(BA2+(4*A*C)) 
1383 IF Z<O THEN NDOP=O:GOTO 1460 
1384 R=SQR(BA2+(4*A*C)) 
1385 NDOP=(B/(2*A))+(R/(2*A)) 
1387 1 GOTO 1460 
1390 1R=SQR(ABS(BA2+(4*A*C))) 
1400 1NDOP=SQR((B/(2*A))A2+(R/(2*A))A2) 
1410 1ROOT2=(B·R)/C2*A) 
1460 RETURN 
1470 I 
1480 I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - - • • • • • - • • • • • • • 
1490 1 TRANSMIT STATUS ERRORS 
1500 I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1510 COLOR 15,4: LOCATE 23,20: PRINT "TRANSMIT BUS ERROR: 11 ; 
1520 TRANS.ERROR= TRANS.ERROR+ 1 
1530 IF STATUS% AND 1 THEN PRINT "ILLEGAL SYNTAX"; 
1540 IF STATUS% AND2 THEN PRINT "SEND WHEN NOT A TALKER"; 
1550 IF STATUS% AND 4 THEN PRINT "NOT IN DATA MOOE"; 
1560 IF STATUS% AND 8 THEN PRINT 11 TIMEOUT 11 ; 
1570 IF STATUS% AND 16 THEN PRINT "BAD COMMAND MNEMONIC"; 
1580 GOSUB 290: 'RESET BUS AND INTERFACE 
1590 COLOR 10,0: RETURN 
1600 ·-------------
1610 'SAVE RAW DATA 
1620 '·······------
1630 COLOR 10,0 
1640 OPEN 11011 ,l,SAVE.FILES 
1650 FOR K1=1 TO PTS 
1660 WRITE#1,DT(K1·1) 
1670 NEXT K1 
1680 CLOSE #1 · 
. . e 
• 
1690 RETURN, 
,-- ' 1700 I • • • - • • • • • • • • • • - • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1710 'Get Device.Dimensions 
1720 I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • •. • • • • . 
· 1730 CLS 
. 
1740·PRINT 11 ·····--·-···-········- 11 
1750 PRINT 11 1. L=30un, W=30un11 
1760 PRINT 112. L=10un, W=30un11 
1770 PR I NT 113. L=Sun·, W=30un11 
1780 PRINT 114. L=1.375un, W=30un11 
. . 
1790 PRINT 115. L=1.12Sun, W=30un11 
1800 PRINT 11 ---·····--·-······---u 
1810 INPUT "Which device, (1·5) ";ZX 
1820 IF Z%=1 THEN L=.003:W=.003:RESU.FILES=11NL30R. 11 :SAVE.FILES=11~L30. 11 :GOTO 1880 
1830 IF Z%=2 THEN L=.001 :W=.003:RESU.FILES="NL 10R.i1 :SAVE.FILES=11 NL 10. 11 :GOTO 1880 
1840 IF Z%=3 THEN L=.0005:W=.003:RESU.,FILES=11NLSR. 11 :SAVE.FILES=11NLS. 11 :GOTO 1880 
1850 IF Z%=4 THEN L=.00013750001#:W=.003:RESU .. FILES=11NL1 375R. 11 :SAVE.FILES=11 NL1 
- . 37511 :GOTO 1880 
1860 IF ZX=S THEN L=.00011250000J#:W=.003:RESU.FILES=11 NL1 125R. 11 :SAVE.FILES=11NL1 
"'· -
125 11 :GOTO 1880 
-
1870 IF Z%<1 OR Z%>5 lHEN GOTO 1730 
1880 PR I NT 11 L= 11 ; L, 11W= II; w 
1890 LOCATE 23,20:INPUT "(F)ar or (C)lose to surface ";XZS 
1900 IF XZS=11 f 11 OR XZS=11 F11 THEN NEW4145.PGMS=11 FAR 11 :GOTO 1930 
1910 IF XZS= 11c11 OR XZS= 11C11 THEN NEW4145.PGMS=11CL0SE 11 :GOTO 1930 
1920 GOTO 1890 
1930 RETURN 
1940 I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1950 'Modified Newton (Se~~nt) Rootfinder, finds Wm 
1960 I • • • • • - .. • • • • • • • • • • • - • ~ ;- , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1970 IMX=10:EPS=.0001 
1980 X1=1E·08 
1990 DX=1E-08 
2000 1=0 
2010 DF1=DX 
2020 1=1+1 
t 
2030 'LOCATE 9,10:PRINT 11 i= 11 ·I I 
2040 'LOCATE· 10, 10:PRINT 11x1= 11 ;X1 
2050 'LOCATE 11,10:PRINT 11df1=11 ;DF1 
2060 WM=X1:G0SUB 2200:F1=ANS 
2070 GOSUB 2140:DF1=RES 
2080 IF A8S(DF1)<1E-14 THEN RETURN 
2090 X2=X1+Df1 
2100 IF ABS((X2·X1)/X1)<EPS THEN WIDT=X2:RETURN 
2110 X1=X2 
2120 IF l<IMX THEN 2020 
2125 WIDT=X2 
2130 RETURN 
2140 1diff_erentiation approximator 
2150 •needs guess for wrn and dx 
2160 WM=(X1+Df1) :GOSUB 2200: FXOX.=ANS 
2170 WM=X1:G0SUB 2200:FX=ANS 
2180 RES=DF1*(1/(1·(FXDX/FX))) 
2190 RETURN 
2200 'Function evaluation routine 
·2210 • input is fdir and wm guess 
2220 F0=(XJ/L)*(SQR(1+(2*(A8S(WM))/XJ))·1) 
2222 GMA=SQR(1/(1+(2*ABS(WM)/XJ))) 
2230 T1=GMA/L 
~2240 T2=EO/(XO*ES) 
-.1.-
• 
• 
• I 
22SO T3=(C1/ABS(FD1R(J)))*T2 
2260 ANS=(T3+T1)*ABS("4)·1+FO 
2270 RETURN 
2280 I • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • •• - • • • :- •• • • • • • • • • • • ·• • • • • •• • • • 
2290 1 PLOT SUBROUTINE 
2300 I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •_ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • "'. .• • • • • • • • • • • • 
2310 SENDS= 1101; 11 : CALL SEND(PLOTTER%,SENDS,ST%) 
2320 CALL ENTER(PIS,LPI%,PLOTTER%,STX) 
2330 PRINT LEFTSCPrS,L~I%) 
2340 COLOR 14,0 : LOCATE 23,20: PRINT "INSERT PAPER, PRESS ANY KEY"; 
2350 AS= INICEYS: IF AS= 1111 THEN·2350 
• 2360 SENDS= 11PL 200,200,10100,745011 : CALL SENO(HP4145%,SENOS,STATUS%) 
2370 IF STATUS% <> 0 THEN GOSUB 1480 . 
2380 CMOS= 11UNL UNT REN LISTEN 11+STRSC'PLOTTER%)+11 TALK 11+STRS(HP4145%) 
2390 LOCATE 23,20: PRINT CMOS 
2400 CALL TRANSMIT(CMDS,STATUSX) 
2410·1F STATUS%<> 0 THEN GOSUB 1480 
2420 LOCATE 23,20: PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY WHEN PLOT IS COMPLETE"; 
2430 AS= INICEYS: IF AS= 1111 THEN 2430 
2440 CMOS = ·11REN UNT UNL 11 : CALL TRANSM1T(CMDS,STATUS%) 
2450 IF STATUS%<> 0 THEN GOSUB 1480 
2460 LOCATE 23,20 : PRINT 11 
2470 RETURN 
11. 
I 
~480 I • • •. • • • • •. - • • •••• • • • • • •. • • • •. • • • • • •. • • • •• • • • ••• • • •. • • • • •. • • • • 
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Test pattern having five devices of various channel lengths and a 
channel width. 
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